
Experiences from SAS Online 
Training with Proc Glimmix 

“Invite the experts to your cube!” 



Outline 

• Proc GLIMMIX– what and why? 

 

• SAS Live Web online training – what is it like? 

 

• Conclusions – was it worthwhile? 



Why Proc GLIMMIX? 

• “Relatively” new procedure for generalized linear 
mixed model fitting  

• Mixed models: both fixed and random factors, 
and/or errors are known to be correlated. 

• Generalized linear mixed models are appropriate 
for modelling data from the exponential family of 
distributions (i.e., non-normal). 

• Previous experience with such a design led me to 
seek more in-depth knowledge. 

 



SAS Training 

• Ways to learn: 

– Self-study (can be slow and bewildering!) 

 



SAS Training 

• Ways to learn: 

– Travel to class session (fun, effective, and possibly 
exotic!, but disruptive and expensive) 



SAS Training 

• Ways to learn: 
– Compromise:  SAS Live Web at your workstation. Never exotic, but 

effective structured learning combined with interaction with experts 
and fellow learners.   

 



SAS Live Web Training 

• Course offerings: 



SAS Live Web Training 



SAS Live Web Training 



SAS Live Web Training – Proc Glimmix 
Course Notes 



SAS Live Web Training – Proc Glimmix 
Course Notes 



SAS Live Web Training – Course Notes 



SAS Live Web Training – Course Notes 



SAS Live Web Training – Essential 
Learning Requirements 

Food 
Beverage 

Headset 

Course notes 

Workstation 

Comfy chair 



SAS Live Web Training – In Session 
• Live session screen shot: 



SAS Live Web Training – Self-study and 
instructor interaction 

• Entire session is recorded for later review 

• Exercises are done during the session and also 
assigned as homework. 

• Questions and polls keep students engaged 

• Instructors stay on the line during breaks and 
after class to answer questions and help with 
exercises 

 



Assessment 

• Advantages/benefits:  
– Don’t have to travel; lower time and $ costs 

– Faster and more comprehensive than do-it-yourself; 
access to SAS Virtual Lab and the latest software 
developments 

– Convenient  

• Disadvantages 
– Don’t get to travel!   and second best to a class. 

– Still pricey. 

– Need to control workplace intrusions. 

 



Conclusions 

• Reasonable value for money: very good 
instructors, meaty statistical content + help 
with SAS processing 

• Key take-aways for me: 
– in-depth statistical explanations 

– preparing data sets for analysis 

– interpreting output in detail 

– post-processing help, e.g. PLM procedure 

– statistical graphics  

 

 

 



Tips for Success 

– Register early to get 10% discount 

– Note the session times are all eastern 

– Be self-motivated: read the class notes before 
each session; do the homework 

– Exercise discipline to keep your work day from 
intruding on the session and self-study 

 

 



Outline 

• Proc GLIMMIX– what and why? 

• SAS Live Web online training – what is it like? 

• Conclusions – was it worthwhile? 

 

• Inviting the experts to your cube?   


